
About Figaf

Figaf is founded by SAP 

integration expert, Daniel 

Graversen who has for many 

years developed and tested 

tools for SAP processes. Figaf 

develops software for SAP 

Integration. The company 

is based in Denmark and 

works with large companies 

around the world.

Example from a client

Anadanco Petroleum ran a 

very fast upgrade with no 

mistakes in the making. Be-

fore running the upgrade it 

was tested, that the upgrade 

wouldn’t cause problems to 

existing interfaces.

It gave a SAFETY when up-

grading the SAP system.

DevOps Tool ™

The cost of a failure and downtime spreads like rings in water

How does Figaf  DevOps 

Tool differ from the SAP 

PIT?

Figaf  DevOps Tool tests if 

any failure will appear, be-

fore running an upgrade or 

change of SAP Integration. 

Hereafter it runs automated 

processes where some of 

the same processes are 

manual if using the SAP PIT.

By using Figaf  DevOps Tool you’ll minimize the risk of failure. Fail-

ure not only causes extra hours spent in the IT department but also 

affects the processes through the company and in the end it will 

influence the external customers. The cost for the company raises 

exponential when we look at the consequences of failure or break-

downs from a business perspective.

Use Figaf  DevOps 

Tool for testing and 

managing your SAP 

Integration system 

Save money, time 

and reputation

By using Figaf  DevOps Tool you will save money and time and get a more 

reliable upgrade, development or change of your SAP Integration system. 

No need to worry about failure and breakdowns. Instead you’ll get much 

happier customers. Figaf DevOps Tool is APPROVED AND TESTED!

more reliable SAP Integration

Implement up-

grades/changes 

without failure or 

breakdowns

Figaf  DevOps Tool - 3 in 1

Figaf DevOps Tool 

Simplify your SAP Integration 

delivery

Figaf Testing Tool

Test your interfaces without 

coding 

Figaf Alerting Tool

24/7 support. Knowledge 

sharing and automation



If no failure in upgrade/change of your SAP integration is important

We have automated the full process from start to end designed to optimize SAP PI/PO/CPI. This way you 

get the transport documented - inclusive all changes made. We want to help you spend less time and get a 

better documentation of the changes you make to your SAP integration system.

The reason why we have developed this tool is, that SAP PI/PO change management and documentation 

haven’t developed much. Furthermore it is a manual process that requires that people are spending a lot of 

time on documentation.

This means that all your SAP PI/PO/CPI transports will be:

•  Documented - inclusive all your developed objects
•  Linked to a business reason (service request) so you know what has been changed and why
•  Tested and validated in the QA system with same test cases to make sure everything works as expected
•  Configured in one place so developers do not need access to configure production system
•  Linked with the incident system so you can get information about what is wrong with your system faster

Because of the above, you will be able to:

•  Deliver integrations faster because of an automated delivery process with less time consumption
•  Get happier employees because they do not need to perform documentation manually
•  Run a faster QA process because you have your documentation created automatically
•  Deliver higher quality with fewer errors because you are able to test all integrations before they are run
•  Limit direct modifications in productive systems because users will not need access

Figaf DevOps Tool improves your SAP PI/PO/CPI change management

DevOps Tool ™
more reliable SAP Integration

Figaf  DevOps Tool - 3 in 1

Figaf DevOps Tool 

Simplify your SAP Integration 

delivery

Figaf Testing Tool

Test your interfaces without 

coding 

Figaf Alerting Tool

24/7 support. Knowledge 

sharing and automation


